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 D  C, B, A  


Note: You have four choices for each objective type question as A, B, C and D. The choice which you think is
correct; fill that circle in front of that question number. Use marker or pen to fill the circles. Cutting or filling two
or more circles will result in zero mark in that question.

(D) (C) (B) (A) Questions Q.1


Pocket Computer


Micro Computer


Mini Computer


Super Computer

 HP-3000

HP-3000 is an example of

1

32
32 bytes



16

16 bits



64

64 bits



32

32 bits
 32

A bus with 32 lines can transfer
_________data:

2



Speaker


Trackball



Key board


Mouse

 


An example of a pointing device is

3



D-RAM



Cache



ROM



RAM


Which of the following is a
non-volatile memory?

4



8

8 bits



4

4 bits



2

2 bits



6

6 bits


One byte is equal to

5

16 8 2 10 
The base of binary number is

6

/  + *  AND 
AND opera to r  of  Boo lean
Algebra is represented by:

7

time format chkdsk xcopy  DOS
One of  the DOS " internal"
command is

8

DEL *.dat DEL abc.* DEL *.* DEL abc.dat 
Single file deletes

9


Collection of
Programmes


Another term

for icon


Collection of

data


Collection of

files


A folder is a

10
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2. Attempt any four parts [2 x 4 = 8]  2 

(i) Write a note on Abacus?  -i
(ii) Write any two positive impacts of computer and

internet on society.
 -ii

(iii) What is meant by computer organization.  -iii
(iv) Write the use of USB Port.  -iv
(v) Describe the some devices that perform the

function of both input and output devices.
 -v


(vi)  What is CRT monitor?  -vi

3. Attempt any four parts [2 x 4 = 8]  3 
(i) What is difference between S-RAM and D-RAM?  -i
(ii) Define alphanumeric Data.   -ii
(iii) What is Octal Number System.  -iii
(iv) Add oo11001(2) and 0101110(2).  0011001(2)  0101110(2) -iv
(v)  How is boolean function simplified? 


 -v

(vi) What is K-Map.    -vi

4. Attempt any four parts [2 x 4 = 8]  4 
(i) What is the application software?  -i
(ii) Define operating system?  -ii
(iii) Define folders.  -iii
(iv) What is meant by File Extension. 

  -iv
(v) What is My Computer Icon?  -v
(vi) Write steps to start Windows Explorer.   -vi


Note: Attempt any TWO Questions. [8 x 2 = 16] 
Q.5: Write down the classification of computer in detail. (8)  5 

(8)  6 
Q.6: Describe in detail the purpose and working of hard disk in detail.

(4 + 4)  
  7 

Q.7: Convert the following Octal numbers into Hexadecimal numbers  (125)8 ,  (777)8    (4 + 4)


